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IHSA specializes in
high-risk training at heights

Working at
Heights—
Fundamentals of
Fall Prevention

SafetyTalk

If your workers face fall hazards, you’re required to
provide them with fall-protection training. Taught by IHSA
experts, this full-day program explains the essentials of
fall protection in the construction, electrical & utilities, and
transportation industries. The course involves classroom
instruction and hands-on exposure to some common
equipment.

Winter Hazards

List the winter hazards on site.

Explain dangers
The cold temperatures and icy conditions that are
often a part of Canadian winters can cause hazards
at the workplace.
• Cold stress—Exposure to the cold can lead to
frostbite and hypothermia.
Hypothermia—The body can no longer maintain
its core temperature, causing persistent shivering,
confusion, and poor coordination.
Frostbite—Parts of the body are exposed to
extremely cold temperatures or come into contact
with cold objects, causing the tissues to freeze.
• Slips and falls—Ice, snow, slush, wet surfaces, and
mud (during a thaw) can cause slips and falls. A
slip on the ground can cost you weeks off work. A
slip at height can cost you your life.
• Carbon monoxide (CO)—CO is a clear, colourless
gas that you can’t smell or taste. It interferes with
your body’s ability to use oxygen. Even in small
doses, it can kill you.

Identify controls
• Wear several thin layers of clothing instead of one
thick layer.
• Wear gloves, as well as a hat or other head
covering that can fit under a hard hat.
• Wear one pair of thick socks or two pairs of thin
socks.
• If you get hot when you’re working, open your
jacket but keep your hat and gloves on.
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To prevent slips and falls:
• Clean the ice and snow off the soles of your
boots and from access areas and work platforms.
• Use sand, salt, or other de-icing material. (Ice
often forms on the underside of platform
materials, so don’t just turn them over.)
• When working at height, be extra careful in the
morning since there may be new frost and snow.
• Watch your footing. Platforms may be clear in
sunny areas but icy in the shade.
• When walking, have at least one hand free to
help keep your balance and cushion a fall.

It replaces IHSA’s previous four-hour Basics of Fall
Protection course and training kit.
(Employers still have to provide application- and
equipment-specific training.)

SPECIAL PULL-OUT

Winter
Hazards

Document what happens on site
Supervisor Log Book (RF008)
M: $24.95 NM: $49.95
A competent supervisor keeps a record of
daily events on the job. Designed with safety
in mind, IHSA’s Supervisor Log Book contains
safety talks, inspection checklists, a job
safety analysis (JSA) form, a due diligence
checklist, and other helpful resources.
Hardcover. 240 pages.

Demonstrate
• Describe methods of keeping a two-second
distance between two vehicles.
• Demonstrate stopping distances for small and
large vehicles.
• Show the blind spots of any vehicles that
workers are expected to drive.
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“I believe that this program has the potential
to become the ‘gold standard’ for basic fallprevention training in this province.”
– Peter Fonseca, Ontario’s former Minister of
Labour

To prevent exposure to CO gas:
• When heating an enclosed space, use an
indirect-fired heater.
• Check propane vehicle-cab heaters for leaks and
proper venting.
• Operate engines outdoors when possible.
• When engines must be operated indoors, take
the following precautions:
o Choose electric rather than fuel-powered
equipment.
o Make sure the area is well ventilated. Keep
doors and windows open, and use fans to
bring in fresh air.
o Monitor CO levels regularly with a gas
detector.
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